Open-ended Working Group on developments in the field of information and telecommunications in the context of international security (OEWG)

Tentative structure of the substantive component of the Report

General Context
[Introduction and Report of discussion* during general exchange of views]

A. Existing and potential threats
[Report of discussion*]
[Areas of convergence]
[Issues that require further discussion]
[Conclusions and recommendations]

B. International law
[Report of discussion*]
[Areas of convergence]
[Issues that require further discussion]
[Conclusions and recommendations]

C. Norms, rules and principles for responsible State behaviour
[Report of discussion*]
[Areas of convergence]
[Issues that require further discussion]
[Conclusions and recommendations]

D. CBMs
[Report of discussion*]
[Areas of convergence]
[Issues that require further discussion]
[Conclusions and recommendations]

*no attribution of statements
E. Capacity-building
[Report of discussion*]
[Areas of convergence]
[Issues that require further discussion]
[Conclusions and recommendations]

F. Regular institutional dialogue
[Report of discussion*]
[Areas of convergence]
[Issues that require further discussion]
[Conclusions and recommendations]

*no attribution of statements